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NGA role description for the chair of the board 

The role of the chair of governors should be viewed in the same light as that of the chair of the board 

in any other sector.  The role of the chair is demanding, complex and multi-faceted. The chair leads 

the governing board ensuring it fulfils its functions well.  A good chair will ensure the board’s focus is 

on the strategic. The culture of the board is largely determined by its chair.  The chair is “first among 

equals” but has no defined individual power.  A good chair works well with school leaders to advise 

and shape proposals to be discussed at the board meetings.   

The chair should facilitate the governing board working as a team to challenge, support and 

contribute to the strategic leadership of the school.  A well as  leader of the board, the chair is at 

times a confidante, a manager, a critical friend, a cheerleader, an ambassador, an arbitrator, and 

possibly a mentor and coach; the balance of these roles adopted will depend on the situation at hand 

and in particular the experience and strengths of the headteacher.  

Role Purpose: Leading governance in schools  

To provide leadership to the governing board and ensure that governors/trustees fulfil their functions 
for the proper governance of the school(s)  

Leading governance in schools 
 

 To ensure that the governing board and headteacher have a shared sense of purpose. 

 To ensure the governing board sets a clear vision and strategy for the school(s). 

 To lead the board in monitoring the headteacher’s implementation of the school strategy. 

Leading and developing the team 

 To ensure the board has the required skills to govern well, and that appointments made fill 
any identified skills gaps. 

 To ensure all governors/trustees receive appropriate induction, ongoing training as needed 
and have a thorough understanding of their role. 

 To ensure members of the board act reasonably and in line with the board’s agreed code of 
conduct. 

 To develop a good working relationship with the vice chair, ensuring s/he is kept fully 
informed and delegating tasks as appropriate. 

 To ensure that board members feel valued and encourage their development. 

 To carry out a performance review of each governor/trustee. 

 To ensure that there is a plan for succession for the chair, vice-chair and any committee 
chairs, and that by recommending limits on office, there is always a mix of new and 
experienced members. 
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The chair, the headteacher and accountability 

 To build a professional relationship with the headteacher which allows for honest 
.conversations, acting as a sounding board and ensuring there are no surprises at meetings. 

 To meet regularly with the headteacher, which in normal circumstances is likely to be 

monthly. 

 To ensure that there are transparent and effective processes for the recruitment and 

induction of the headteacher. 

 To ensure appropriate governor/trustee involvement in the recruitment of senior leaders. 

 To ensure all governors concentrate on their strategic role, receive information fit for 

purpose and hold the headteacher to account. 

 To oversee and participate in the headteacher’s performance review, ensuring that 

appropriate CPD (continuing professional development) is provided. 

 To ensure that the headteacher provides staff with an understanding of the role of the 

governing board and acts as link between the two. 

 Where required, represent the governing board in its dealings with external partners and be 

an advocate for the school. 

 To attend school functions (plays/sports days/prize giving) as appropriate and encourage 

other governors to do so. 

 To ensure that complaints made to the governing board are dealt with in a timely and 

effective manner. 

 The chair will also play a lead role in any decision to suspend the headteacher. 

Leading school improvement 

 To ensure the board is involved at a strategic level in the school’s self-evaluation process and 
that this feeds into the key priorities. 

 To ensure the board’s business is focussed on the key strategic priorities. 

 To take the lead in representing the governing board at relevant external meetings with 

agencies such as Ofsted, the Department for Education and the local authority. 

 To ensure the board has mechanisms in place to obtain and listen to the views of parents, 

pupils and staff. 

 To ensure the governing board adopts a visits protocol which is linked to monitoring key 

strategic priorities: 

 The chair who should already have a good knowledge of the school will need to 

consider whether s/he needs to continue such formal monitoring visits or whether 

these are now best delegated to the team. 
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Leading governing board business 

 With the clerk and the headteacher, to plan for the board meetings, ensuring that agendas 
focus on the board’s key responsibilities and strategic priorities and reducing unnecessary 
paperwork. 

 Chair meetings effectively and promote an open culture on the governing board that allows 

ideas and discussion to thrive whilst ensuring clear decisions are reached as quickly as 

possible. 

 To collaborate with the clerk to establish effective working procedures and sound committee 

structures. 

 To ensure that decisions taken at the meetings of the governing body are implemented. 

 To ensure the governing board appoint a professional clerk capable of providing advice on the 

board’s functions and that s/he is appraised and developed. 

Appointing the Chair 

In maintained schools and standalone academies this is a decision for the governing board.  NGA 

members can see NGA’s recommended process for this in the Guidance Centre -   Electing a chair 
In multi-academy trusts (MATs) the chair of the Board of Directors will be appointed by the other 

directors.  The chair of any local governing committee/board will be appointed according to the rules 

that the MAT board has put in place.  This may affect the role of the chair as the MAT may retain 

some of the functions described above at Board level. 

What skills/attributes should a chair have? 

Candidates for chair should be able to demonstrate a good selection of the skills/attributes set out 

below: 

 Commitment to the school 

 Good understanding of the environment in which the school is operating and wider education 

policy 

 Personal integrity 

 Negotiation and diplomacy skills 

 Good understanding of the legal responsibilities of the board as both individuals and a 

corporate entity 

 Strong communication skills 

 Good organisational skills 

 Ability to think strategically 

 Ability to prioritise 

 Ability to chair meetings well 

 Ability to have courageous conversations and make courageous decisions 

 Ability to build and get the best out of a team 

 Capacity to process information quickly and understand relevant data 

 Ability to delegate 

 

http://www.nga.org.uk/Adverts/Procedure-for-Electing-a-Chair-and-Vice-chair-fina.aspx
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What are the extra time commitments? 

The expectation for charity trustees is that the time commitment should be between 10-20 days a 

year, with the chair of the board being at the upper end of the time commitment.  There are many 

similarities between chairs of governing boards and charities (indeed academies are charitable 

companies) so you should aim to keep your commitment at or below the 20 day limit.  If you are 

finding your commitment is significantly more than 20 days then it may be productive to sit down and 

work out what you are spending your time on, whether it is strictly necessary and/or whether it 

can/should be delegated to someone else.  

Further advice and guidance about all of the above information can be found in the NGA’s publication, 

The Chair’s Handbook (4th ed.), available at a discounted rate to members. 

 

The Chairs of Governors Leadership Development programme provides opportunities for chairs and 

aspiring chairs to develop their leadership skills.   The programme developed by the National College 

is provided by a number of licensees around the country and the NGA in conjunction with the Eastern 

Leadership Centre is one of those licensees for the programme – see www.leadginggovernance.org. 

NGA Governance Leadership 360 Diagnostic 

How do you know if you are a good chair?  Working with the Eastern Leadership Centre (ELC), NGA 

has launched a new 360 diagnostic designed especially for chairs of governing boards.  The NGA 360 

online tool consults chairs’ colleagues to produce feedback containing an array of nuanced views and 

opinions which form a comprehensive description of the chair’s performance. The report aims to 

offer comprehensive information regarding areas of strength, as well as areas where improvement 

may be required. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.leadginggovernance.org/
http://www.nga.org.uk/Services/Governance-Leadership-360.aspx

